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A CONSTRUCTIVE ERGODIC THEOREM

BY

J. A. NUBERO

Abstract. As discussed by Bishop, Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem is not constructively

valid. In this paper we present an hypothesis which is necessary and sufficient for the

constructive almost everywhere convergence of the Cesaro averages of the translates

of an integrable function by a measure preserving transformation. In addition

necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the limit function to be constructively

integrable. Also we present a necessary and sufficient condition that the averages

converge to a constant function and give an equivalent formulation of this condition

for finite measure spaces. Several interesting examples are given which satisfy these

conditions.

Introduction. As shown in [1, pp. 232-233], Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem is not

constructively valid. In the same reference it was shown that the sequence of

averages do satisfy, however, certain inequalities (first introduced by Doob in the

study of martingales and called upcrossing inequalities). These inequalities (essen-

tially generalizations of Hopfs Maximal Ergodic Inequality) are a good equal-

hypothesis substitute for the Birkhoff Theorem. That is, under the hypotheses of the

Birkhoff Theorem, the upcrossing inequalities are constructively true and these

inequalities classically imply with an easy argument the conclusion of the Birkhoff

Theorem. Yet, as discussed in [2], there remains the important problem of pro-

viding an equal-conclusion substitute for the Birkhoff Theorem. That is, we seek

hypotheses such that, in the presence of the original hypotheses of the Birkhoff

Theorem, they are satisfied classically in a trivial fashion and they constructively

imply the conclusion of the Birkhoff Theorem.

The purpose of this paper is to present a condition on measure preserving trans-

formations, which is a necessary and sufficient condition that the conclusion of

Birkhoff's Theorem be constructively true. This condition is shown to be trivially

satisfied classically and it is shown to be satisfied constructively in a number of

important examples.

In addition a constructively necessary and sufficient condition is given that the
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limit function be in Lx, this condition being also satisfied classically in a trivial

fashion.

All statements of this paper, unless otherwise noted, are to be interpreted in the

constructive sense. The necessary background is provided by [1].

1. Principal results.

1. Measure preserving transformations. Throughout X will be a measure space

whose measure we denote by p.. An integrable subset A of X will be called null if

p.(A)=0 and will be called full if — A, the complement of A, is null. Two measurable

sets A and B are equal, A = B, if they differ by a null set.

With these conventions in mind a measure preserving transformation F is a

function whose domain DT is a full subset of X and which takes values in X in

such a way that

(i) if A is a full subset of X then the set {x e DT : Tx e A} is a full subset of X,

(ii) and if/ is any integrable function on X, the function f° T [which, by (i), is

defined almost everywhere according to the rule/° T(x)=fi(Tx)] is also integrable

and jfoTdp.=$fdix.

In particular, specializing (ii) to the characteristic function IA of an integrable

set A, we require that the set T~XA ={x : Tx e A} be integrable and

/x(F-M) =jlÁoTdii = jlÁdp = p.(A).

In addition we must require

(iii) that for every integrable set A the set TA={Tx : x e A} is integrable.

And (iii) implies, for every integrable A, p.(TA)=p.(T~1TA)^p*(A) since, up to a

null set, T-^TA^A.

The proof of the next proposition is the main result of this paper.

Proposition. Let T be a measure preserving transformation on the measure space

X. Then the following two statements are equivalent constructively:

(1.1) For each integrable fi the sequences of averages

/»(*) = (n+l)-\f(x)+f(Tx)+ ■ ■ ■ +fi(Tnx))

converges for almost all x in X as n —> co.

( 1.2) For each pair A and B of integrable subsets of X and for each e > 0 there are

disjoint partitions

A = A0 u AxU ■ ■ • u An\J A*,        -B = B0kj 5, u • • • U Bnu B*

and integers {t(l), t(2),..., t(n)} such that A0,..., An and B0,..., Bn are all in-

tegrable; such that TimAk = Bkfor k=l,...,n; such that the sets A*n TiBj, = iä

for all integers j; and such that p.(A0) + p,(B0) < e.

It is perhaps wise, at this point, to prove that condition (1.2) is always satisfied

classically in a trivial fashion.
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Suppose T is a measure preserving transformation and A and B are integrable

subsets. Define integrable subsets {Ak : —cD<k<+o3}ofAand{Bk: — co<k< +00}

of —B inductively in the following fashion. If «^0 is an integer and the sets

{Ak : \k\<n} and {Bk : \k\<n} have been constructed, define the sets A'N = A

-U(A: \k\<n} and B'N=-B-\J {Bk : | k \ <n}. Now define

An = < n VB¿, Bn = r-MB,

7?_n = T"(A'n-An) n (ß^-TiJ,       ^í_n = r-"7i_n.

Since ^ is integrable, the sets {/f^ : k^O} are all integrable, and the sequence

{p.(A'k) : *ä0} is a bounded nonincreasing sequence of real numbers which has,

classically, a limit. This limit is the measure of the therefore integrable set

O{A'k:k^0}. Denote this intersection by A+ and denote the intersection

C){Bk:kmbyB*.
Now let e>0 and choose the integer N^O so that p.(A'N — A*)<e/2. Since T is

measure preserving the sets Ak and Bk have equal measure, for each integer k.

Consequently

tiA'N-AJ = 2>fA) : |*| ^ N} = 2G*(A) : 1*1 = #} = M-BJ

and it follows that the partitions

¿ -(iíj,-iíju{i<fc: |*| < N}vA*,

-5 = (2&-B,) u {7ifc : |*| < N} u Ti*

together with the integers {* : —N<k<N} have the properties required by (1.2).

This procedure does not work constructively because the requisite limit may fail

to exist constructively. (See for example [1, p. 233].)

As a simple example where (1.2) is satisfied constructively, let Y be a locally

compact topological group with left invariant Haar measure p.. Let t he an element

of X such that for every pair of compact subsets K and K' of X there is an integer

* for which K and tkK' are disjoint. Let The left translation by t, Tx = tx (x in X).

Let A and B he integrable subsets of Y and let e>0. Since A and B are integrable

there are compact subsets K'<=-A and K<=■ B of Xsuch Unat p.(A— K')+ p.(B—K)<e.

Let * be any integer for which K n tkK' = 0. Then define

Ax= K'-T~kB,        Bx = TkAx,

A0 = (A-A1), Bo = 0,

A% = 0, B*= -B-Bx.

Since tkK'<= -Kand K'-AX=K' n T~kB we have

p.(K'-Ax) = p.(Tk(K'-Ax)) ú p.(tkK' nf)i ¡j-(B-K)

and so p.(A0) < e.
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Therefore the partitions

A = A0U AxU A*,       B = B0\J BxU B*

together with the integer {k} satisfy the requirements of (1.2).

The preceding example actually satisfies a stronger hypothesis than condition

(1.2) and the result is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The following conditions on a measure preserving transformation T,

on a set which has a subset of positive measure, are constructively equivalent :

(2.1) for each integrable f the averages {fM(x)} converge for almost all x to a

constant,

(2.2) for every pair of integrable sets A and B and every e>0 there are disjoint

partitions

A = A0u---vAn,       -B = B0u-u Bn

and integers t(l),..., t(ri) such that Ax,...,An and Blt...,Bn are all integrable;

the sets TtW)Ak = Bkfor k=l,.. .,n; and at least one ofA0 and B0 is integrable with

measure less than e.

It would be good to conclude at this point that if a measure preserving trans-

formation satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) then the a.e. limit of the averages {/"} of an

integrable function/is the space average ofthat function. Unfortunately the space

itself may not be a constructively integrable set, and even if the space is integrable,

the limit function may fail to be constructively integrable. The following corollary

is directed toward this problem.

Corollary 2. Let Tbe a measure preserving transformation satisfying (1.1)-(1.2).

Then equivalent constructively are :

(3.1) For each integrable fi the limit f* of the averages {/"} is integrable.

(3.2) For every increasing sequence {X„ : 0^q<oo} of integrable subsets whose

characteristic functions converge almost everywhere to 1, the following holds.

For every integrable set A and every e>0 there is a partition A=Ax*J A2, into

disjoint integrable sets, for which

(i) there is an integer q ̂  0 such that for all integers k we have p.(TkAx — Xq) < e and

(ii) for all integers p>0 there is an integer n > 0 such that p.(A2 — IJifci < nTk(—Xp))

<e.

Classically the condition (3.2) is trivially true since if {Xq : 0^a<oo} is any

increasing sequence of integrable sets whose union is X then the set

Ax = An\J   ff  Tk(Xq)
q=0 k= — oo

is integrable and the partition A=AX u (A — Ax) has the properties desired in (3.2)

for every e > 0.
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In the event X has finite measure (that is, X is integrable) then (3.2) is trivially

true for if A is any integrable set we may take Ax = A and A2 = 0 to get an appro-

priate partition.

The example preceding Corollary 1 satisfies (3.2) since if A is any integrable set

the partition Ax = 0, and A2 = A will always satisfy the needs of (3.2).

In order to discuss some further examples, it is convenient to introduce the

following finite measure space version of Corollary 1.

Corollary 3. Let X be a finite measure space and let T be a measure preserving

transformation on X. Then constructively equivalent are

(4.1) For every integrable f the sequence {/"} of averages converges almost

everywhere to p(X)'1 ¡fdp..

(4.2) There is a nonnegative monotone increasing function r defined for nonnegative

real numbers such that

if) for all e > 0 there is a o > 0 so that x < e if r(x) < 8 ; and

(ii) for every pair of integrable sets A and B and every e > 0 there is an integer k

for which p.(A n TkB)>r(p.(A)p.(B))-e.

As an immediate application of this corollary, let G be a compact topological

group with left invariant Haar measure p., normalized so that p.(G) = 1. Let t he an

element of G such that the powers {tk : *=0, ± 1,...} are dense in G and let T be

the left translation Tx = tx (x in G). Let A and B he integrable subsets of G and let

IA and IB denote their respective characteristic functions. Let e>0 be given. The

function IB(x)IA(yx), defined for almost all (x,y) in GxG, is integrable, and

therefore, by Fubini's theorem and the unimodularity of G,

p.(A)p.(B) = £ j £ IB(x)IA(yx) dp.x\ dp,y.

Deñne f(y)=¡a IB(x)IA(yx) dp.x. The function / is continuous in G. Therefore,

since the set of powers {tk : * = 0, ± 1,...} is dense in G, there exists a finite set J

of integers such that min [\f(tk)—f(y)\ : keJ]<e/2 for all.y in G. Choose e' with

e>e'>e/2 such that the sets Ok={y : \f(tk)-f(y)\ <e'}, keJ, are integrable.

Then define, for each keJ, the set Uk = Ok — (J {Of : jej,j<k} and denote its

characteristic function by Ik.

It follows from the definitions that 2 {Ik '■ k eJ}=l almost everywhere and that

if7k(j) = l then 1/(^-/001 <e'.
As a result,

2 /('%-/
keJ

almost everywhere. Therefore

^ I \f(tk)-f\h < *'

p,(A)-p.(B)-Zf(tk)p,(Uk)
keJ

< e   < e.
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This implies

2 U(tk) + e-p.(A),,(B)UUk) > 0
kej

and thus there is an integer k such that

Uitk) + e-p.(A)p.(B)]p,(Uk) > 0.

Since f(tk)=p.(A n TkB) it follows that p.(A n TkB)>p.(A)p(B)-e.

Consequently left translation on a compact topological group by an element

whose powers are dense satisfies (1.3) with r(x) = x.

As another application of Corollary 3, let n be a positive integer and let

Zn={0, 1,...,« — 1}. Let X be the Cartesian product of countably many copies of

Zn. Thus the elements of X are the bilaterally infinite sequences of elements of Zn,

x = {..., x_x, xo, Xx,...).

Define a normalized measure in Zn: p~(0)=p0,..., p.(n — l)=pn-x, 2 A= 1> and

let p. be the induced product measure on X. Let T be translation to the right by 1 :

Tx = x'   where x[ = jc¡_i.

It is an easy result that T is measure preserving.

For each subset F of integers, let 0t, be the algebra of integrable subsets, generated

by sets of the form {x : x¡ =j} for i in J and j in Zn. If J and / are disjoint subsets

of integers and A e0¿, and B e 3$¡, then p.(A n B)=p(A)p.(B).

Therefore if / and J are finite subsets of integers and k is so large that / and

{j '■ j+keJ} are disjoint, then

n(A nT~kB) = p.(A)p.(T'kB) = p.(A)p.(B)

whenever Ae3$¡ and B e 3i,.

Let e > 0. Let A and B be integrable subsets of X. Then there are finite subsets /

and J and sets A' in 0t¡ and B' in 01, such that p.(A' AA) + p.(B' AB) <e. If k is any

integer such that p,(A' n TkB') = p.(A')p.(B'), then

p.(A n TkB) > p(A' n TkB')-s = pL(A')p.(B')-e > p.(A)p,(B)-2e.

Therefore the shift transformation on this measure space satisfies (3.2) with

r(x)=x.

The examples so far described have all satisfied the constructive ergodic con-

dition (2.2). The next corollary will yield examples satisfying the more general

(1.2) and not (2.2).

Corollary 4. Let T be a measure preserving transformation on a measure space

X such that there is a disjoint partition X= X1 u X2 u ■ • • u Xn by measurable

subsets of X for which

(i) T'X" n X9 = 0 for all integers j, p, andq with p¥=q, and

(ii) the restriction ofiT to Xp satisfies (1.2) forp = 1,...,«.
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Then T satisfies (1.2) on X, so that for every integrable function f on X the sequence

of averages {/"} converges almost everywhere.

As an example of the application of Corollary 2, let X be the disjoint union of

two copies of the unit circle. Let T he the measure preserving transformation on X

which on one copy of the unit circle is the rotation by 2irax and on the other is

rotation by 27ra2 where both «j and a2 are irrational. Then T, satisfying (1.3) on

each copy of the unit circle, satisfies (1.1) on their union, X. More interesting

examples could presumably be obtained by replacing the finite decomposition of X

in Corollary 4 by a countable, or even continuous, decomposition.

2. Upcrossings. Before proceeding to the proof of the proposition, it is neces-

sary to introduce some conventions, some notation, and some results concerning

upcrossings.

It is proven in [1] that if g is a measurable function, then for all except countably

many real numbers a (the exceptional values) there is a measurable set A such that

g<a (a.e.) on A and g^a (a.e.) on —A. In the interests of simplicity, the following

conventions treating this situation are adopted. If g is a measurable function, the

notation {x : gix) < a} will mean that A ={x : gix) < a} is a measurable set such that

g<a (a.e.) on A and g^a (a.e.) on —A. Statements containing phrases of the form

"for all a such that ... {x : g(x)<a}..." or "let a be a real number such that

... {x : g(x) < a}... " will implicitly assume all exceptional values of a are omitted.

Let n be a positive integer and let {ax, ■ ■ ■, an} be a sequence of real numbers. For

every pair of real numbers a<ß, the number of upcrossings of the sequence

{ax, ■ ■ ■, an} over the interval (a, ß) is defined to be the maximum integer h (if it

exists) such that there are integers 1 ¿u(l)<v(l)< ■ ■ ■ <u(h)<v(h)^n for which

aumè<* and avik)Zß for *=1.h.

Let {fk : 0 S k < oo} be a sequence of measurable functions and a < /3 be real

numbers. Let f_x = a. Let nâ — 1 and m^Obe integers. Then for almost all x the

maximum integer h such that there are integers n^w(l)<i;(l)< - • • <u(h)<v(h)

^m+n with

ft

x e fl {x : fuu)(x) Ú «} n {x : fiiñ(x) ^ ß}
i=i

is well defined. Denote this maximum integer h by Un¡m(x\{fk}, a, ß).

Let T he a positive operator from Lx to Lx which is bounded by 1. Let

{/,:./ = 0,1,...}

be a sequence of measurable functions such that// is integrable for each y and

T(lA+ =I¿+i   (a-e.)
Ven    / yen

for each finite subset Q. of nonnegative integers. For each nonnegative integer n

write /"=(« + !)- H/o +/i + ■ • • +/■)■
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In [1], a general result is proven which specializes in the present case to

Theorem (Upcrossing Inequality). With the above definitions, Unym(x\{fk}, a, ß)

is integrable and

Un.m(x\{fk}, a, ß) dp. Ú ̂    J(/0-«)+ dpi.

In particular, the linear operator from F, to Fx induced by a measure preserving

transformation T, together with the sequence {T'f : fi^O} of iterates of a measurable

function/with/+ in Lx, satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem.

For the purpose here the sequence {/} will always be a sequence of iterates

{Ff} and Un,m(x\fi a, ß) is written in place of Un,m(x\{fk}, a, ß).

Also, in the sequel, reference to Un<m(x\fi a, ß) will imply a and ß are real numbers

which are not exceptional values for any of the functions/" for n^k^n + m.

3. Proof of the proposition and corollaries. The proof proceeds through a series

of lemmas, the first of which is a reformulation of a result in [3].

Lemma 1. Let T be a positive linear operator from F, to Fi that is bounded by 1.

Let {fin}n=i be a sequence of uniformly integrable functions which converges to zero

in measure. Then {maxogvSi, |/„v|}"=i converges to zero in measure uniformly for

nonnegative integers N.

Proof. Let e > 0. Let 8 > 0 be such that if A is integrable and p,(A) < 8 then

¡a \fn\ dp.<e2/2 for each positive integer n.

Let M be a positive integer for which n ̂  M implies p.({x : \fi(x)\ > e/2}) < 8. Then

if N is any nonnegative integer and n ̂  M

p.({x : max [ft(x) : 0 i vi N] ^ e}) i | £/-i.w+i(*|/„, e/2, e) dp,.

Thus, by the Upcrossing Inequality,

p.({x : max [fj(x) : 0 i vi N] > «}) i \ j* (/»-|) + dp. i \ j /„ dp,

where A={x : fin(x)>e/2}. Similarly, for each nonnegative integer AT and integer

n^M,

r.({x: nun [£(x) : 0 Û v û N] i -e})

= n({x : max [(-/„)*(*) : 0 g v i N] ^ «}) i - f   (-fi) dp.
ejA'

where A'={x : -fn(x)>e/2}. Putting these two together yields

P.({x : max [\fi(x)\ : 0 i v g N] ^ .}) i - f       |/„| dp. < -y = ,
e J Au A' E  L

for each nonnegative integer N and integer n^M.
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Lemma 2. Let f be a bounded nonnegative integrable function. Then, under the

hypothesis (1.2), for each pair of real numbers a and ß, with 0<cc</J, and for each

e > 0 there is a nonnegative integer N such that there are disjoint partitions

{x : f(x) Zß} = Acv A*,       {x : f»(x) Ú «} = Bc u B+

for which Ac and Bc are integrable and p,(Ac)+p.(Bc)<e, and A* n TiBjf = 0 for

every integer j.

Proof. Let a, ß, and A be real numbers such that 0<a</9 and 0<A<^(j3—ce).

Let m be a nonnegative integer and let e > 0. Define the sets

I={x: fm{x) ^ ß- A},       B = {x : fm{x) g a+A}.

By hypothesis (1.2) on T, there are disjoint partitions A = A0 u- • -u Av u ^4* and

B=B0 u • • • u Bv u B* and integers v(l),..., v(r) such that the {Äk} and {Bk} are

integrable, p.(A0)+p.(B0) < e, for every integer j the set AifC\TiBjf = 0, and

r"(WA=/4for*=l,...,r.

Set /0 = max [\v{k)\ : *= 1,..., r] and let M be a bound for/. Choose n>m so

large that 2/0M/(n + l)^A. Then for each integer t with 1 ̂ tût0,

\Tf\x)-ß(x)\ ï 2   f(Tkx)-2 f(T\x))
fc=n+l fc=0

<2Í2M<A= »+1ii+1

Thus,

Mr**^ :/"W ^ ß}~{x :ß(x) ä y8-A» = 0

and

p(2-«Mrx ;/n(x) ^ a}-{x :fn(x) Í a + X}) = 0

for *=1,..., r.

Define the sets

A = {x : ß(x) Zß},       B = {x: f\x) ï «}.

Again by the hypothesis (1.1) on T, there are disjoint partitions, A = A0 U- • -u A,

u A*, B=B0KJ- u 7is u B* and integers t/(l),..., u(s) such that the {/4J and

{Bk} are integrable, /x(^0)+M^o)<e/3, for every integer j the set A* c\ T,Bif = 0,

and TumAk = Bk for k=l,.. .,s. Define the sets

Ac = A-A^=(jAk,       BC = B-B«= \J Bk,
fc=0 k=u

Jc = Z-2* = Ú Jfc,       Bc = 7J-7J+ = (J Bk.
fc=0 fc=0

Estimating /x(^c)+/i(7ic) in terms of the sets Ä and B gives

M^c)+/*(*„) = p-(Ac n J)+/i(^c-Z)+M(7ic n JS)+M(7ic-7J).
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Now

p.(Ac n I)+p.(Bc nS) = p.(Ac n Ic)+p.(Ac n Iif)+p,(Bc n Bc)+p.(Bc n B*).

Since

p.(Ac n Â^)+p(Bc n BJ = 2 [p.(Ak n Â~*) + p.(Bk n B*)]
k=0

é 2 [p.(Tu(k)(AknAi¡))+p.(T-"<k\BknB^))]+^
k = l J

i 2 [p.(BknT™I*)+p,(AknT-«™B*)}+{

= 2 [p.(Bk-BJ+p.(Ak-Iit)]+{

i tl(Bc-B^) + (i(Ac-I^) + ^

it follows that

p.(Ac n I)+p,(Bc nB)i p.(Bc n Bc)+p.(Ac n Ic)+p,(Bc-B*)+pL(Ac-Ä*)+e/3

i 2{p,(Bc n Bc)+p.(Ac n Äc)}+p.(Bc-B)+p.(Ac-Ä) + e/3.

Therefore

(1) p.(Ac)+p,(Bc) i 2{p,(Bc-B)+p.(Ac-J)+p.(Ac n Ic)+p.(Bc n Bc)} + e/3.

Now

(2) p,(Bc-B) + p.(Ac-I) i p,(B-B)+p.(A-I)

and

p(Ac n Ic)+p.(Bc nSc)= 2 fr^c n À~k)+p.(Bc n Bk)]
k = o

= i lKTmiAe n Ik))+p.(T-«k\Bc n Bk))]+{
k=l ■>

i 2 [p.(T^AcnBk)+y.(T-^BcnIk)]+^

(3) i j [p-(Tvm{x : fn(x) Zß}n Bk)+p.(T - ™{x : f\x) i a) n Ak)]+-
k=l

=i % Mix :fn(x) ^ ß-X} n Bk)+p.({x:f\x) Ú *+X} n Ik)]+~
k=l ->

= K{x :fin(.x) Zß-X}n B)+p,({x :fn(x) ia + X}n I) + e/3.

3

Define

S(m, n) = li(A~A)+p.(B-B)+p.({x :fn(x) Zß-X}nB)

+K{x :fn(x) ia + X}nI).

It follows from (1), (2) and (3) that p.(Ac)+p.(Be)i2S(m, n) + e.
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These estimations have given us the following result:

(4) for each nonnegative integer m and for each e>0 there is an integer n>m

such that there are disjoint partitions

{x : ß(x) ä ß} = Ac u A*,       {x : ß(x) ^ a} = Bc u 5*

where Ac and Bc are integrable, p.(Ac) + p.(Bc) <2S(m, n) + e, and for each integer y

we have A* n VBlf = 0.

To complete the proof of this lemma let e > 0 and use the result (4) inductively to

obtain a sequence

0 = n(0) < h(1) <      < n(k) <■■■

of integers such that for * = 1, 2,... there are disjoint partitions

{jc : fnW(x) ^ ß} = Akc u A%,       {x : fn(k)(x) á a} = 5* u S£

for which ^J and 7ick are integrable and p.(Ak) + p.(Bk)<2S(n(k-l)+l, n(k)) + e/2

and A% n ry7?£ = 0 for each integer 7.

Let K be an integer so large that

ix+w=hd5fdll<K-el2-

2 [p.(Ak)+p.(Bk)-e] ú I [2S(n(k-l)+l,n(k))-e/2].
■ = 1 L- = 1

Now
K

k=l fc=l

Since

I2 S(n(k-l)+l,n(k))

^ J £/0,n(«(*|/, Z5- A' Ä ¿M+J* £/_1>n(ff) + 1(x|/, a, a+A) rfp

+J ^o,n<«(x|/ a + A^-A^ + J" C/_1>n()r) + 1(x|/, o + A,/S-A)i4*

and since (f-ß + X) + , {f-a-X) + , and {f-a)+ are all integrable, by Bishop's

Upcrossing Inequality

^S(n(k-l)+l,n(k)) Ï ^jif-ß+X)+ dp, + \jif-ay dp.

+F¿2AÍ(/-a-A)+í/fi

Therefore

¿frWÖ+rf*)-.) á 4[^ + F¿^] /*-JrJ < 0.
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This implies there is an integer k with 1 g k i K such thatp.(Ak)+p.(Bk)<e. Setting

N=n(k), the proof of the lemma is complete.

For each pair of nonnegative integers n and m, for each pair of real numbers a

and ß with a<ß and for each measurable function/define

U*m(x\f, a, ß) = max [Un,m(x\fi a, ß), Un_m(x\ -fi -ß, -a)].

In the lemmas that follow, a certain property of U* will be important. Let/be a

measurable function and let a, ß, and A be real numbers with a < ß and 0 < A

<^(ß—a). Let n and m be nonnegative integers. Let g be a measurable function

and let x in Xbe such that max [|g%x)| : nivin + m]<X. Then

U*Jx\f, a, ß) i  U*n(x\f-g, a + X,ß-X).

Also note that if U*m(x\f, a, ß) is measurable then 0 is not an exceptional value

since U*m(x\f, a, ß) is integer valued.

Lemma 3. Let fi be a bounded nonnegative integrable Junction. Then, under the

hypothesis (1.2), for each pair of real numbers a and ß with 0^a</3 there is a sub-

sequence of the sequence {U*n(x\fN,a,ß)}^=1 which converges to zero in measure

uniformly for nonnegative integer n.

Proof. Let a, ß, and A be real numbers such that 0<X<^(ß-a). Let e>0. By

Lemma 2, for each positive integer n there is an integer N(n) such that there are

disjoint partitions

{x :fN(n)(x) ^ ß-X} = Anc u A\

and

{x :fiNW(x) ia + X} = B?(JB%

for which A* and 5? are integrable and p.(Af)+p.(B/¡)< l/n and A% n TiB% = 0 for

each integer j.

Define

gnfa = fmnXx)-W-«)   ifxeA"cu B?,

= 0 ifxe-(AncuB?)

for each positive integer n.

The sequence {gn} is uniformly integrable (being bounded) and converges to

zero in measure.

Let A' be a real number with 0 < A' < A. Then by Lemma 1 there is an integer A^

such that for integers n^N

p({x : max [\gvn(x)\ : 0 i v i m] ^ A'}) < e

for each nonnegative integer m. On the set where max [|gi(;c)| : Oivim]< A', we

have

Vo*.m(x\fNW, «, ß) i UUx\fimn)-gn, a + X',ß + X').
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Define

h{x) = /*»>(*) - gnix) = 08 + «0/2    if X 6 yi» U 7?c",

= /W(r,)(x)       if x e-{Anc v B?).

If there are integers u and t> with Au(x) ̂  a + A' and hv{x) ̂ ß—X', there are integers

r and í with h{Trx) > ß - X and /¡(Px) < a + A. With /i(x) defined as it is, this would

imply Tx e A\ and Tsx e B$. Since A\ n T'B^ = 0 for all integers/ it follows that

[/0,m(x|/2, a + X', ß-X') = 0 {a.e.) for each nonnegative integer m. Therefore,

p.{{x : U0*m{x\fmn\ a, B) > 0}) Ï p{{x : max [|^(x)| : 0 ^ v ^ m] ^ A'})

+ /*({* : C/0":m(x|/i,a + A',/3-A') > 0}) < e

for each nonnegative integer m.

Lemma 4. Let f be a bounded nonnegative integrable function. Let a and ß be real

numbers with 0^a</3. Then, under the hypothesis (1.2),

lim p.{{x : U*n{x\f, «, « > 0}) = 0
n-*oo

uniformly for nonnegative integers m.

Proof. For each positive integer n,/can be written f=fn+gn—gn ° T where g„

is defined for almost all x in X by

*»(*) = 2 ÍtlW**)-
fc=0 "T 1

Let A be a real number with 0<X<%{ß — a). Let e>0. By Lemma 3, there is an

integer N such that

p.({x : U0*n(x\fN,* + X,ß-X) >0})<e

for each nonnegative integer n.

Since gN is bounded, there is a nonnegative integer n0 such that n ä «0 implies

|(*w-S*°7r(*)| = («+l)-1k»W-^(3r'l + 1x)| ^ A

for almost all x in A".

Then, for each nonnegative integer m and each integer n ^ n0,

U*,m(x\f, «, 0) ^ C/*m(x|/w, a + A, ß - A)   (a.e.).

Therefore p.({x : U*m(x\f, a, ß)>0})<e for each pair of nonnegative integers n

and m with ntn0. This implies the claim of the lemma.

Proposition. Let T be a measure preserving transformation. Then constructively

equivalent are

(1.1) for each integrable function f the averages {/"} converge almost everywhere,

and

(1.2) for every pair of integrable sets A and B and every e>0 there are disjoint

measurable partitions A = A0 u^u-'Ui.u A*, -B=B0 u Bx u- •  u Bn u B*
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and integers t(l),..., t(n) such that Tt(k)Ak = Bk (1 ikiri) such that TkA* n B* = 0

for all integers k, and such that p.(A0) + p,(B0)<e.

Proof. Assume (1.2). Let/be an integrable function. Since {/"} converges almost

everywhere if {(/+)n) and {(/")"} converge almost everywhere, it is sufficient to

assume /is nonnegative.

Let £ > 0 and let 0 < A < \e.

For each positive integer n the functions fi(x) = min [fi(x), n], gn(x)=fi(x)—fin(x)

are defined for almost all x in X. The sequence {gn} uniformly integrable (being

dominated by the integrable function/) and converges to zero in measure.

By Lemma 1 there is therefore an integer A^ such that for integers N^N0

p.({x : max [\gi(x)\ : 0 S v i n] ^ A}) < e/2

for each nonnegative integer n.

Let e' = £ — 2A. Suppose fin+m(x)—fn(x)^e for some nonnegative integers n and

m and for some x in X such that max [|gw(;c)| : Oivin + m]<X. Then f£ + m(x)

-fi$(x)^e-2X=e'. Let k be an integer such that \3ß(x)/e'-k\ < 1. Then e'(k-1)/3

<f${x) < e'(k +1 )/3 and fi + m(x) Zs' + e'(k -1)/3 = e'(k + 2)/3.

Similarly, iffin(x)—fin+m(x)ie for some nonnegative integers n and m and for

some x in X such that max [|giv(x)| : Oivin + m]<X then there exists a non-

negative integer k such thatf£ + m(x)ike'/3 and/?(x)^(A:4-l)£73.

Let M be any nonnegative integer such that (M+1)£'/3 ^ N and let A be any real

number with 0 < A < £'/6. Then from the reasoning above we conclude

p.({x : max [\fk(x)-f'(x)\ : n g j < k i m + ri] > e})

for every pair of nonnegative integers n and m.

By Lemma 4, for each integer k with OikiM, there is a nonnegative nk such

that

p.({x : U*,m(x\fiNk,ke'/3 + X,(k + l)e'/3-X) > 0}) < £/2(M+l)

for each pair of nonnegative integers n and m with n ̂  nk.

Define « = max [nk : OikiM]. Then if n and m are any nonnegative integers

with n ̂  ñ,

p.({x : max [\fk(x)-f(x)\ : n i j i k i n + m] > e}) < e.

Let {en}™=i be any sequence of positive real numbers for which lim,,^ en exists

and is equal to 0. For each pair of nonnegative integers n and m define the set

An<m = {x : max [|/k(x)-/y(x)| : n i j i k i n + m] > £n}.

We have shown above that lim,,.,,» p~(An¡m) = 0 uniformly for nonnegative integers

m.
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Since

0 ^ p-(An¡m + k)-p(An¡m) ^ p(An + m,k)

for all nonnegative integers n, m, and * we have

lim \p.(An¡m+k)-p.(An¡m)\ = 0
m-* oo

uniformly for nonnegative integers *, for each nonnegative integer n. Therefore

the sequence {^(^n.m)}m=o is a Cauchy sequence for each nonnegative integer n.

Define the set An = {J {An¡m : O^wkco} for each nonnegative integer n. Since the

sequence {p-(An>m)}%=o is a Cauchy sequence, it follows that An is integrable and

lim^a, p.(An¡m)=p.(An) for each nonnegative integer n.

Define the set A = (~]{An : O^n<co}. Since limn^ro p.(An¡m)=0 uniformly for

nonnegative integers m it follows that A is integrable and

p.(A) = lim p.(An) = 0.
n-* oo

Therefore the sequence {/"} is Cauchy almost everywhere.

Now assume that (1.1) holds.

If/* is the almost everywhere limit of the sequence of averages {/"} of a bounded

integrable function / Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem [1, p. 200]

implies that/* IA is integrable whenever IA is the characteristic function of an

integrable set and, moreover,

lim f /" dp. = f /* dp..
n~+oo Ja Ja

A straightforward argument based on Lemma 1 and the uniform integrability of

the sequence {/"} together with the convergence theorems in [1, pp. 197-200]

generalizes this result to not necessarily bounded functions.

It follows directly from this that if E is invariant under T (i.e. if IE ° T—IE a.e.)

if A is any integrable set, and if/^0 is any integrable function,

Í fdp. ä Í     /* dp..
Je jAnE

Let A and B he integrable sets and let e > 0. Let 8 > 0 be such that

28-rV(23) max {p.(A) + p.{B), 1} < e/2.

Inductively define sequences {Ak : l^*<co}, {Bk : l^*<oo}, {A'k : 0^*<co},

and {Bk : 0 ̂  * < oo} of integrable sets and a sequence (r(*) : 1 g * < oo} of integers

so that TtmAk = Bk (*^ 1) and there are disjoint partitions

A = Ax u • • • u Ak u A'k       (* ^ 1),

Bk = BxV-vBkyJB        (* ^ 1),
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and the following inequality is satisfied :

p.(Bk n r**+1Ui) < f   F* dp,+ 8       (k> 0)
Jbí

where I* is the almost everywhere limit of the averages {Ik} of the characteristic

function Ik of A'k, by proceeding as follows.

Let A'0=A and B0 = B. Having found the required sets and integers up to index

k^ 1, let N^O be any integer so that

lS-idp.-\      Ik*-idp.
\^B'k-l ^Bic-1

< 8.

Then

«ttKL/"'-'*-/,,./*-'*-*}^
so that, for some integer/ with OijiN,

f      Vlk-x dp, = p,(Bk.x n T->A'k-x) < f      F*-i dp, + 8.
JBk.1 •'Bic-l

Let t(k) =j and define the integrable sets

Bk = T-'A'k_x-BL-u       Ak = T'Bk,

B/c = Bk_x u Bk, Ak = Ak-x~Ak.

Now let n be any integer for which p.(A)<n-8. Then

n-8 > p.(A) ̂ J /*(A) ̂   Î AT-tik)A'k-x-Bk-x)
k=l k=l

Zn?\riAi)-(   I? dp,-8]
fc = o L Jbi J

or

"fUí)-í   4*^-28] <0
fc=o L Jb^ J

so that for some integer K, OiKin— 1,

(5) M(^)< f   7*^ + 28.
JBk

Define F={* : F£(x)> V(28)}.

To show E is integrable let «^0 be integer and E' an integrable set so that

|/*(*)-4n(*)| <iV(28) if x e -E' and p,(E')<l.

Then E<=-E"={x : I£(x)>\y/(28)} u F' and E" is integrable. Since a measurable
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subset of an integrable set is integrable, it follows that E is integrable. It is an easy

consequence of the properties of Césaro averages that E is invariant. Consequently

(6) p.(A'K r\E)=\ IKdp.^\ H dp..
Je Je

Define the sets

A0 = A'K — E,        B0 = E—B'K,

A* = A'KnE,       B* = -E-B'K.

Since E is invariant, we have Tk(A'K n E) n B* = 0 for all integers *. In addition

(5) and (6) imply

p.(A0) = p.(A'K-E) = p.(A'K)-p.(A'K n E)

< [   I*dp. + 28-\ I? dp,
Jbjç Je

< 28 + f       I* dp. ¿28 + V(2S)/i(7i¿)
Jb'k-e

< 28 + V{2o){p{A)+p,{B)) < e/2

while (5) and (6) also imply

I    I*dp. + 28 > f I* dp.
J b'k Je

so that

28 > f       7¿ dp. ̂  ■K/(28)p.(E-B'K)
Je-b-k

and

p.(B0) = p.(E-B'K) < V(28) < e/2.

It follows that the partition A=A0 u^^-'-u^u^», -B=B0 u Bx u• • •

u BKU B*, together with the integers i(l),..., t(K) satisfy the condition (1.2).

Corollary 1. For a measure preserving transformation T on a set which has a

subset of positive measure, constructively equivalent are

(2.1) for each integrable function / the sequence of averages {/"} converges a.e. to

a constant, and

(2.2) for each pair of integrable sets A and B and for every e > 0 there are disjoint

integrable partitions A = A0 u^u--u An, —B=B0 V Bx u- • -u Bn and integers

t(l),...,t(n) such that TtmAk = Bk (l^k^n) such that TkAHC\B* = 0 for all

integers k, and such that at least one ofA0 and B0 is integrable with measure less than e.

Proof. The proof that (2.1) implies (2.2) is identical to the proof that (1.1)

implies (1.2) with the additional observation that if the limit function 7* is constant

a.e., then the integrable set E or its complement may be taken to be a null set and

thus either A* or 7?* is null.

To show (2.2) implies (2.1), first consider a nonnegative bounded integrable

function/ Without loss of generality assume 0^/g 1 a.e. Since (2.2) implies (1.2),
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the proposition implies the sequence of averages {fi1} converges a.e. to a measurable

function/*. Since Oifnil a.e. it follows that Oif*il a.e. Let £>0. We now

construct sequences of real numbers fa} and {ßj} to satisfy the inequalities aygai + 1

<ßj + 1ißj and (ßj + x — ai+i)iki(ßi — ai) and also, except on a set of measure less

than e(l—2~'), the inequality ajif*ißj, these to hold for all positive integers/

Set a, = 0 and ßx = 1. Let « be a positive integer. If ax ̂  • • • ti <*n < ßn á • • • Û ßi have

been defined, let a and b be any real numbers such that § an + $ßn i a < b i \an + § ßn

and such that the sets A={x :f*(x)ia} and B = {x :fi*(x)^b} are measurable.

The sets B and -A are integrable. Thus by (2.2) and by the fact p(A n T'B) = 0

for all integers/ we have either p.(B) <E¡2n + 1 or A is integrable and p.(A)<e/2n + 1.

In the first case take an + 1 = an and ßn + x = b. In the second take an + 1 = a and

ßn + i = ßn- Then in either event anian + 1<ßn+jißn and (ßn + x-an+1)i3i(ßn-an)

and an + 1if*ißn + x except on a set of measure less than e(1— 2"n + 2~n_1)

= £(l_2-"-i).

Having completed the inductive definition, it is trivial that fa} and {ßj} are

Cauchy converging to a common limit Fe and/*(.*)=Fe for all x except in an

integrable set Es of measure less than £. Suppose A is a set of positive measure in X;

then Le=L£. whenever 0<£, e <\p.(A). Thus/* is constant a.e.

By linearity, the result follows for all bounded integrable functions / and iff is

not necessarily bounded, Lemma 1 implies the result in a straightforward fashion.

Corollary 2. Let T be a measure preserving transformation such that for all

integrable functions fi the averages {fi1} converge a.e. to a measurable function /*.

Then constructively equivalent are

(3.1) for each integrable function fi the a.e. limit f* of the averages {/"} is

integrable; and

(3.2) for every increasing sequence {Xq} of integrable subsets whose characteristic

functions converge almost everywhere to I, the following holds:

for every integrable set A and e > 0 there is a disjoint partition into integrable sets

A=Ax u A2 such that

(i) there is an integer q such that, for all integers k, p.(TkAx — Xq) < e and

(ii) for all integersp there is an integer Nsuch that p,(A2 — {J {Tk(Xp) : \k\ iN})<s.

Proof. To show (3.2) implies (3.1) it is sufficient (by linearity) to consider the

case of a nonnegative integrable function /.

Let {X'q : Oiq<co} be an increasing sequence of integrable subsets of X whose

characteristic functions converge to 1 a.e.

We shall show that the sequence of real numbers {¡xvf* dp) is Cauchy and it will

follow from the monotone convergence theorem that/* is integrable.

Let e>0. By the monotone convergence theorem

lim       fidp. =   fidp..
«-.oo Jxj J
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Let c70 be so large that J"_Afdp-<e for A = X'qo and let 8>0 be so small that if E

is an integrable set for which p.(E)<8 then iEfdp.<e.

Define a sequence {Xq} of integrable subsets of X inductively as follows. Let

X0 = 0.ftaVmgdefmedXqforO<:k^n,letA = A0KJ Acv Aif,-X=Y0V Ycu 7*

be disjoint measurable partitions of A and — Xn so that p.{A0)+p.{Y0)<8/4, the

sets TkA* c\ Yif = 0 and T: Ac -> Yc, where the latter symbolism means that there

are disjoint integrable partitions AC = AX u- • -u An, Yc= Yx u- • -u Yn and

integers /(l),..., t(n) such that TmAk= Yk (*= 1,..., n).

Define Xn + 1 = X^+n+1 v YQu Ycv Xn.

The sequence {Xp} thus defined is increasing and converges a.e. to 1. In light of

(3.2) there is an integrable partition A=Ax^-> A2 such that

(i) there is an integer q^O for which p(TkAx — X„)< 8/4 for all integers *, and

(ii) for every integerp^O there is an integer N^O such that

p.{A2-U{Tk{-Xp): |*| ¿N})< 8/4.

Let p^q he an integer. We now show that

f    f*dp.-[    f*dp.<Se
Jxv Jx„

Tetf=fx+f2+f3 where/=/■ /,, for f=l or 2 and f3=f-I_A. Then/* =/*+/2*

+f* a.e. First

f      fi3*dp. s f f3*dp. g \f3dp. = f /<**
Jxp-xq Jxp J Ja

by choice of A = A^. Now let A^ be so large that

f        fx*dp.<\        fxNdp. + e.
V Xp ~ Xq J Xn — Xg

< e

Then from

Jxp-Xo Jy T 1  fc=oJ -I.nT-^!-JT,nT-Mi

and /Lt(—Z„ n T~kAx)< 8 for all *, and from the choice of S it follows that

Lx/'^<{jkik¥"1-
Finally to show J/2* dp < 5e we construct a sequence {q¡} of integers as follows.

Let q0=q and qx =p. Having defined q0,...,qn so that

f Í2*dp.> f        f2*dp.-4e
JXn        Xq,._, JXn — Xn

^"k     A«fc-1

we proceed to construct measurable partitions - X„n = X¿ u X'c u X'*, Xp-Xq

= Io"uj;ult where p.{X¿)+p.{XO)<8/4, the sets TkX+r\Xi = 0 for all

integers *, and T: X'c -> X"e.
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Let qn+x be an integer such that p.(X'c - XQn +1) < 8/4. Then

f fi?dp.>   f    fi2*dp.~E>   f    /2*0>-£ä   f f2*dp.-2E-[    f*dp..
JX"n*l~X1n Jx'c Jx'i J Xp-X„ J X.*

To complete the induction it is therefore enough to show J"x; f* dp. < 2e and for this

it is enough to show p.(X% n TkA2)<8 for all integers k, since then an argument

identical to that used to estimate \Xv-x,fi dp. will give the desired inequality.

By construction of the sequence {XQ} there are disjoint measurable partitions

-Xqn+1= Y0 u Yc u T* and A=A0u Acv A* where YifnTiAif = 0 for all

integers/ and p.(Y0) + p.(A0)<8/A, and T:AC^ Yc, and additionally Y^Xj

where q=qn + 1 + l. Let N be an integer such that p.(A2 — \J {T¡( — X^ : \j\iN})

<8/A.
Then 8/A>p.(A2 n A*-{J {T'faX^) : \j\ iN})=p.(A2 n A*). Consequently

p.(Xi n TkA2) < 8/2+p.(Xi n Tk(A2 n Ac)).

For some integrable subset Y'c^ Yc^-Xqn+1 we have T: (T~kXi n A2n Ac) -+ Y'c.

Since XI n TJX¿ = 0 for all integers/ we must have Y'C^XÓ u (X'c-X„n+i). Thus

p.(Xk n Tk(A2 n Ac)) < p.(X¿ u (XfaX„n+1)) < 8/2.

Putting all together, p.(Xk n TkA2) < 8 as was to be shown.

This completes the inductive definition of the sequence {qk} and for k ä 1

Í fi* dp > I fi2* dp.-Ae
JXq. — Xq.     _ JXp — Xq

*«*:     A«k-1

Summing this inequality for k= 1,..., n yields

f fi*dp.>n(\        fi2*dp.-Ae)
J Xq    — Xq \%I Xp — Xq I

and so, for all integers nal,

r   f$dp.-AE<\\ j-* dp. i i ¡fidp,.
JXV-X„ JXPn J

Taking n so large that (l/n) ¡fidp, < e, it follows that jXp-x,f* dp. < 5s. Consequently,

for the given £>0 and the modified sequence {Xp} there is an integer a such that,

for p^q, )xp-x„f* dp.<&E. Let r be an integer such that p.(X„ — X?)<8. Thus for

suitably large integers n

f f*dp.<\ f"dp. + E<-\-r2(E) + e = 2e
Jx„-x; Jxq-Xr "i_1   o

and consequently since Xp+qo<^Xp we have, for p^q,

f f*dp.i\        f* dp.+ \       f*dp,< IOe.
xt>-m0~x' JXp-xq Jxq-X'r
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It follows that the sequence {¡rPf* dp] is Cauchy and therefore that /* is

integrable.

To prove (3.1) implies (3.2), let {Xq} be an increasing sequence of subsets of X,

whose characteristic functions converge to 1 a.e.

Let A he an integrable set and let e>0. Let q0 he an integer such that q^q0

implies, for f=Ia, jxq-xqof* dp.<e/5.

Let Ax={x: f*(X)^e/5p.(XQo)} and let q be an integer such that p.(Ax n Xq)

>p.{Ax)-e/5. Then p.{TkAx - Xq) < e for all integers * showing that (i) of (3.2) is

satisfied. Let p^q0- Choose an integer n such that

fndp.<[ f*dp. + e/5   and /» dp, < J* f*dp. + e/5.
Jxp-Xq¡¡ JXp-Xqo Jxqo-A1 Jxqo-Ax

Then jXp-xqofn dp. <2e/5. We can write

p.(A) = ¡fdp. = [/» dp.= \      p dp.+ f /» dp.+ f    /» ifc.
J J J-xp Jxp-x„0 Jx„0

Setting A2=A-Ax and fi = IAinA for i— 1 or 2 it follows that

Í     fS dp, > p.(A2)+12 - 73 - 74 - 2e/5
J -xp

72 = p,(Ax n yl)- f    A" dp, ̂  p,(Ax nA)- [f? dp. = 0
Jx„„ J

where

and

h =\    f2ndp.= f /2" <fc < f /* 4*+*/5 < 2*/5
Jx,0 Jx„0-A1 Jx„0-A1

and finally

h = f     A" 4* = -¿r 2 t*(T-k(A n ^i)- *"„) = ¿T 2 (e/5) = e/5-
J-xp » + 1   o « + 1   o

Thus

-±- J ^r-Ma- JTP) =   f      /2n rf/x > M^a)-«
"Ti    o J-Xp

so that for some integer *, 0^*^n, p.(T~kA2 — Xp)> p,(A2) — e and so part (ii) of

(3.2) is satisfied.

Corollary 3. If T is a measure preserving transformation on a finite measure

space then equivalent are

(4.1) for every integrable function f the sequence of averages {/"} converges a.e.

tol/(p.(X))jfdp.,
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(4.2) there is a nonnegative monotone increasing function r defined for nonnegative

real numbers such that

(i) for all b>0 there is a 8>0 so that x<e ifr(x)< 8, and

(ii) for every pair of integrable sets A and B and every s > 0 there is an integer k

for which

p.(A n TkB) > r(p.(A)-p.(B))-£.

Proof. Without loss of generality take p.(X) = l.

Assume (4.1). Let A and B be integrable sets and let £>0. Since {/£} converges

a.e. to p.(A), there is an integer A^O such that J*B (p,(A)-I%) dp.<e. Thus

^-j 2o (Aß n T~kA)-p.(B)p.(A)-E) < 0

which directly implies (4.2) with r(x) = x.

Assume (4.2). We first show that (2.2) holds.

Let A and B he integrable sets and let £ > 0. Let S > 0 such that x < e2 if r(x) < 28.

By induction construct a sequence {nk}k=j of integers and sequences of disjoint

integrable subsets {Ak}k=1 of A and {Bk}k=1 of B as follows.

Let w,=0 and Ax = Bx = A n B. Having constructed integers fa : 1 iv<k) and

sets {Av : 1 iv<k} and {Bv : 1 iv<k} for some integer k>\, define

Ik = A-{J{Av:l iv <k},       Bk = B-(J{Bv:l iv < k}.

By hypothesis, there is an integer / such that p.(Ak n TlBk) > r(p.(Ak)p.(Bk)) — 8.

Let nk be this integer and define Ak=Ak n T^Bk, Bk = T'lAk.

Having completed the induction, let K be a positive integer so large that

P-(A)/K< 8. Then, as a consequence of the induction construction,

p(A) ̂  Kf M(A) > Y HKÂkMBk))-8]
fc=2 k=2

> K[r(p.(IK + x)p(BK + 1))-8].

That is 8>p.(A)/K > r(p.(ÄK + x)p.(BK + i))-8 and therefore r(p.(ÄK + x)p.(BK + x))<28.

By the choice of 8, this implies

[min{p.(IK + x)p.(BK + 1)}]2 i p.(ÄK + ih(BK + i) < ^

and therefore that at least one of p(AK + 1) and p(BK + 1) is less than £.

Define A0=Ak + 1, B0 = BK + 1. It follows that the partitions A = A0 u U£=1 Ak,

B=B0\J Uí=i Bk together with the integers «i,..., % satisfy the requirements of

(2.2). Therefore (4.2) implies (2.2).

Let / be an integrable function. By Corollary 2, the sequence of averages {/"}

converges a.e. to a constant a. Consequently, since the space X is an integrable set

andp.(X) = l

fidp. = lim    /" dp. = a.
J n-»oo J
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